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EVENT DATE VENUE

New Beekeeper Training 1, 8, 15, 29 March Petersfield Community Centre

Clean-up Day 5 April The Apiary

First Apiary Meeting 19 April The Apiary

f
www.petersfieldbeekeepers.org.uk

DIARY 

Please send items for inclusion in the April  
Newsletter by 25 March to depeyrecave@gmail.com

DON’T FORGET TO FILL IN AND RETURN YOUR MEMBERSHIP FORM BY 
15th MARCH TO AVOID JEOPARDISING YOUR INSURANCE!
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CHAIRMAN’S  BIT 1
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They always say volunteers come forward in a crisis and I am pleased to say PDBKA members 
are no exception.  I had not intended giving up all my beekeeping duties in one go, or at such 
short notice, but being ‘confined to base’ has resulted in a new start for PBKA in the new decade. 
Graham Rowden as chairman, Andrew Horton as web manager and Martin Smyth as librarian 
will bring new momentum and ideas to the Association.  Change is essential to maintain the 
association as an active relevant group.   

Since I disappeared from the scene the AGM has come & gone and the New Beekeeper training 
 season has begun.  I understand from Anne-Chantal Ballard, Education Officer, that some forty 
interested  locals joined the dozen or so members for an introduction to our hobby/passion.  With 

friends/partners for company this 
usually results in half joining our 
association and completing the 
five week theory course followed 
by Sunday afternoons at the 
Association Apiary getting 
‘familiar’ with bees.   

As local beekeepers, we are 
fortunate that many PDBKA 
members come along to training 
and the apiary, not only to 
improve their own knowledge and 
maintain contact with fellow 
beekeepers, but also to help 
those new to our craft to develop 
into responsible keepers of bees. 

Despite the often miserable 
weather,  my bees have been 
flying and, on the rare sunny 
days, visiting the spring flowers. 
 Winter Aconite, Snowdrops & 
sweet violets have been 
particularly abundant this year 
and ornamental prunus are 
bursting into flower, signalled by 

the peeping of bullfinches as they 
attack the buds.  The crocus should be providing sustenance and shelter from the wind but deer 
are back resident in the woods and crocus flowers & violet leaves are obviously a delicacy. 

The ‘old hands’ say inspections begin when the flowering currant is in bloom - the first blossoms 
are just opening so it won’t be long before we are ’hands on’ again. 

My thanks to all Committee, Officers and volunteers who have helped the smooth running of our 
Association over the past five years.  I have enjoyed my time as Chairman and look forward to 
continuing as an active member of PDBKA.    

Pippa Barker 
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(Written of behalf of Graham Rowden)
Firstly and importantly, a huge vote of thanks goes to Pippa for the hard work, energy 
and enthusiasm she has demonstrated in her role as Chair of the Association.   Pippa 
has now decided to hand over the reins to a new Chair, although will continue to be an 
active committee member and attend apiary sessions.   We all wish her well for a 
speedy recovery. 

The new season is approaching fast and might even have been glimpsed in the one or 
two brief breaks in the gales and torrential downpours.  But let’s be positive!  Blackthorn 
blossom has already started to grace the hedgerows and bees and beekeepers will 
soon feel the warmth on their backs. 

Continuing the positive note – forty potential new members attended the first new 
beekeepers training session on 23 February.  The Community Centre may have to 
purchase more chairs if this trend continues.  It is so encouraging to see so many 
people interested in bees and beekeeping, even if not all of them decide to become 
active beekeepers.   

It is also encouraging to see that around fourteen members are keen to develop their 
knowledge further by studying for the Bee Basic and Bee Health Certificates.  Special 
thanks to Anne-Chantal Ballard for all her hard work in this area. 

Weather permitting, the apiary cleaning day will be held on Sunday 5 April, with the 
apiary ‘open for business’ on Sunday 19 April.  Dates may change, so please keep an 
eye on the website, Facebook page and any other appropriate media! 
Look forward to seeing you all soon! 

     Mel Espin (on behalf of Graham Rowden)

PDBKA COMMITTEE MEETING 11 FEBRUARY 2020 
The meeting started with the vital, if not exciting, work of agreeing policies (to be found on 
the website) and the decision to give the role of Safeguarding Officer to Martin Smyth. I 
sincerely hope he finds this a really boring role! 
 Anne-Chantal is doing a wonderful job as Education Secretary, with Newbee training filling 
Sunday afternoons, a Bee Basic study group meeting on Monday evenings and Bee Health 
certificates being worked on with Hilary's help. In an effort to keep up Martin is buying the 
books needed to support these eager students, and the Apiary is setting aside hives for 
practical sessions. 

The Honey Show may not be until September but cake recipes are being trialled and new 
classes contemplated. There will be a skep class to show off the creations from the skep 
making sessions planned for Spring (more later) and cosmetics will make an appearance as 
lip or hand balms. Polish may add a shine to the event (groan). If there are any other classes 
you may wish to try, please tell us.
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BBKA National Asian Hornet Conference 
8th February 2020

Many thanks to Hilary for these notes on lectures at the above conference. 

Professor Steven Martin – Life History and current research
• Asian Hornet colonies produce more sexually mature Queens and Drones than Workers
• If a hibernating Queen is disturbed, that Queen will not hibernate again so will die
• If Queen does not get food in first few days of its life it will die. Note a lot of Queens do not survive.
• Once Workers hatch and start feeding the Queen, the Queen switches to egg laying full time.
• When she starts laying she goes from laying 1 egg a day to 100 eggs a day once she starts getting more 
food from her workers
• Embryo nests are vulnerable and not all survive. Normally see hornets clustering at the top of a few larvae 
cells as they are keeping the nest warm.
• Normally there are two nests, the embryo nest and a secondary nest. Only find eggs in one. Queen will 
move to secondary nest. Reason hornets make and move to a secondary nest is because they need to 
expand and often cannot expand in the embryo nest. However evidence shows that if the embryo nest has 
room to expand then the colony will stay put.
• Rapid expansion of colony occurs in July, August and September.
• Identify Queen by her fat layers, only the Queen Hornet stores fat the other castes of workers and drones 
do not.
• 2 weeks before Queens depart for mating and hibernating, the Workers take food from the larvae to feed 
up Queens.
• If winter or early frosts arrive early then less chance for colonies to produce lots of Queens. However 
summers are lasting longer in Europe so increasing survival rate of AH Queens and chances to fatten them 
up.
.AH survive very well in urban areas because are warm. Will be real problem in UK when it arrives in London 
because will become close to a lot of people. France does have a lot of open spaces and countryside 
compared to the UK but the UK has a large concentration of urban areas so could potentially be a big 
problem.
In urban areas, the AH predates on Honey Bees.
• Asian bees evolved to cope with AH by Mexican wave action over open colonies and grabbing AH and 
balling them. Also European bees have not defensive actions as not evolved with them.
• Vancouver Island and Washington State seen the arrival of the Giant Asian Hornet which is a bigger 
problem and no resources to deal with the problem. Is a risk that the Giant Asian Hornet could arrive here.

Xesus Feas – Asian Hornet research in Spain and Portugal
• Got the most doom and gloom news from this lecture as the research showed the day to day practical 
problems of living with a newly arrived invasive species.
• Most of the research based on region of Galicia. In 2019 had destroyed 25,000 nests at a cost of 4.5million 
Euros and 65% loss to honey bee colonies.
• Now affecting most of the population in this region. E.g. many nests are formed in the ground and people 
walk on them in the countryside and get badly stung. Nests are found in cars, eaves of buildings so affect 
people when leave windows open.
• Because nests can be found in all sorts of locations, authorities are developing different strategies to 
destroy them depending on location etc.
• Asian Hornets are devastation to fruit and wine crops. They eat fruit growing on trees and eat grapes thus 
ruining the harvest. Also research shows AH spread grape diseases and change constituents of the wine 
pulp.
• Galicia is famous for growing apples and AH are destroying the crops.
• The second highest admissions to hospital emergencies departments are now due to AH stings.
• Highest call outs for firefighters is not for fires but for AH nest removals as they have the tall ladders and 
hoists etc.
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• Scientists are finding that the AH nest is not empty in winter, in fact whole colonies are overwintering with 
Queen AH hibernating in the top of the nest, can only happen if there is forage and food available but 
obviously there is. Is a real concern for rest of Europe if winters get warmers as normally only Queens 
survive the winter.
• Venom of European Hornet and Asian Hornet are not the same. AH venom has similarities to snake 
venom. The sting is a serious issue in spite of some Scientists saying it isn’t.
• Research to lure Asian Hornets with sex pheromones is having some success in capturing them. 
Undesirability of general release of biocides in countryside as it affects all wildlife.

Alistair Christie – The Jersey Experience in 2019
•  A very well coordinated campaign lead by a group of committed Volunteers, run by Alistair a former 
Investment Manager.
• Publicity was key to getting the public informed and to use them for all the early sightings.
• Tried to get on top of embryo nest destruction before secondary nest formation
• Even found tertiary nests where secondary nests were disrupted so hornets went on to form a third nest.
• Nests were found in all sorts of locations, back of garden seats, cars, barns, attics and even on sea cliffs
• There was no preference for a particular sort or species of tree
• Had a team of Volunteers acted as Verifyers to confirm identify first before reporting back to rest of team 
and Volunteer Trackers to locate the nest. 1min return flight and nest was up to 100m away or even closer. 
Destruction arranged with government and firefighters
• Were very stretched as calls from public kept coming in all summer
• Used Facebook and other social media
• Used data collecting software, Epicollect from Imperial College, Indicia and iRecord and Google Maps
•  Discovered overwintering nests in December and January so Team were feeling depressed as believe 
they have lost the battle.
• Welcome Volunteers to come for a Hornet Hunting Holiday on Jersey, contact achristie2@gov.je

NBU lecture was given by Sandra Gray the Acting Bee Inspector
• Reiterated the point that beekeepers must produce evidence a photo and live specimen before the NBU 
will pool resources to hunt out the nests.
• One of the Bee Inspectors from Hampshire, trod on a AH nest in the ground when tracking and was badly 
stung and had to be hospitalised. The South African Doctor who treated him in the local hospital 
recognised his symptoms as akin to a “snake bite reaction”. Again emphasis the sting is serious especially 
if receive more than one.
• NBU will be issuing Inspectors with an Asian Hornet suit when out hunting.

BBKA lecture given by Pam Hunter
• BBKA are putting together a certification scheme for local beekeeping associations’ Asian Hornet teams.
• Propose each Association to nominate up to 15 candidates to get certificated.
• Required to answer 9 questions online (not yet available) will be on BBKA website, to identify the AH and 
learn some legal stuff.

Questions and Answer Session
• Lots of technical and not so technical questions asked but the panellists agreed that the UK has time to 
prepare and should play for time as much as possible by getting rid of AH emergences to allow 
researchers to come up with ideas for destruction.
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Your Committee for 2020/1 

Chairman                    Graham Rowden           01730 895368 
Honorary Secretary                                Melanie Espin         01730 823405 
Hon Treasurer/Membership Secretary  David Hall 01730 893423          
Committee Members:  Anne Chantal Ballard (Education), Nigel Easton, Elizabeth Eveleigh (Minutes sec), 
David Parkinson (Honey Show Mngr), Graham  Rowden, Kate Guscott, Martin Smyth, Chris Clark 
Apiary Custodians:  Graham Rowden,  Rowan Roberts, Peter Reader, Chris Clark 
Librarian  Pippa Barker 
Newsletter Editor  Helen de Peyrecave depeyrecave@gmail.com  01420 588675                                 

Wisborough Green Beekeepers Association
“Let’s All Have Better Bees”

Saturday 28th March 10.00 - 4.00 approx
Hampers Green Centre, Petworth, GU28 9NL 

Beeswax Food Wrap Workshop. Saturday 21st March.
Venue:- Emmanuel Fellowship Chapel, Spy Lane, Loxwood. RH14 

0SS 

Further details and booking forms available here

Penny Adams visited Trengwainton in 
Cornwall where they have a fascinating 
Victorian bee house. 

Penny is grateful to Crispin Paine for taking 
the PDBKA archive off her hands and we are 
all grateful to Penny for looking after it for so 
long!


